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RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

WILDLIFE AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 

SUBMISSION FROM PROFESSOR JOHN MILNE 
 
Views on General Principles of Bill from Professor John Milne, Chairman of the Deer 
Commission for Scotland until 31 July 2010.  
 
The views expressed in this submission are the personal views of Professor Milne and 
relate to deer (Part 3 of the Bill). 
 
Sections 22, 23 and 24 – Deer management issues 
 
1. In its advice to the Scottish Government, the Deer Commission for Scotland (DCS) 
recommended that the existing voluntary approach to local deer management should be 
strengthened in order to deliver sustainable deer management. In the red deer range 
these arrangements are provided by Deer Management Groups. There is no basis in 
legislation at present which enables Deer Management Groups to address or resolve 
conflicting private objectives or to deliver multiple public objectives (see paragraph 2 
below). DCS in its advice to the Scottish Government rejected statutory Deer 
Management Groups or compulsory deer management planning because they would be 
expensive, increase the level of bureaucracy and need additional public funding to 
make them work. This advice was accepted by the Scottish Government (see 
paragraph 139 of Policy Memorandum). 
 
2. DCS argued that the voluntary approach to local deer management has the potential 
to deliver sustainable deer management provided that cooperation of all landowners 
within a particular sub-population of deer or area can be secured and deer management 
plans, which take into account both public and private objectives, are developed and 
agreed, and then implemented. The voluntary approach also needs to involve those 
living in such an area and impacted by the effects of deer. The arguments for the 
benefits of a voluntary approach are developed more fully in Milne et al. (2010)1. It is 
surely right that decisions about the objectives of deer management are decided and 
implemented locally by those with the knowledge and experience of managing deer and 
of local interests. The voluntary approach does not work well currently because there is 
no requirement for landowners with deer interests to join and participate appropriately in 
a Deer Management Group.     
 
3. The Bill leaves the status quo in relation to the powers of SNH under Section 7 and 8 
of the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996 other than expanding the coverage of damage by deer 
to include deer welfare and to the public interests of a social, economic or 
environmental nature. While these latter changes are welcomed, because they define 
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the public interest in a more relevant manner than in the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996, the 
Bill does not address concerns over the effectiveness of Sections 7 and 8 of the Deer 
(Scotland) Act 1996.   In my experience in the use of Section 7, for example to achieve 
agreements with landowners in relation to avoiding damage to the natural heritage, it is 
exceedingly demanding of staff time to persuade landowners to agree to a scheme as 
there is a lack of incentive to become involved and no credible back-up powers as 
Section 8 has not been used because of perceived difficulties in its enforcement.  
Moreover, it deals with one specific public interest for the length of time set until 
damage to the natural heritage is no longer occurring and hence does not provide for 
longer term sustainable deer management which may need yet more involvement by 
SNH staff. The proposal in the Bill to expand the coverage of damage to include a wider 
range of public interests will only increase the amount of effort and time required in 
reaching Section 7 agreements because there are likely to be more cases and cases 
are likely to be more complex. At a time when cuts in public expenditure are likely to 
occur, it appears unwise to increase the public resources required to deliver sustainable 
deer management.  
 
4. In its advice DCS recommended that the voluntary and devolved approach to deer 
management would be best supported and directed through a duty on relevant land 
managers to manage deer sustainably, described in a Code of Practice covering 
collaborative planning, consultation and implementation. This duty would replace 
Sections 7 and 8 of the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996. There should be back-up powers for 
SNH to compel land managers to develop and implement deer management plans 
where the voluntary approach is failing to protect the public interest. This power would 
be supported by offences relating to non-compliance and measures for SNH to enforce 
the plan and recover costs. This power would replace the existing compulsory control 
scheme in Sections 8 and 9 of the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996 which have always been 
regarded as impractical and have never been used. The proposal aimed to deliver 
sustainable deer management effectively without increasing the burden on SNH or 
increasing the amount of bureaucracy on landowners (the effort on planning and 
implementation as a duty would replace that involved in being part of Section 7 
agreements). 
 
 I recommend that the voluntary and devolved approach to deer management 
would be best supported in legislation through a duty on relevant land managers 
to manage deer sustainably, described in a Code of Practice covering 
collaborative planning, consultation and implementation, and with appropriate 
back-up powers. 
 
4. The consideration of urban and peri-urban deer, usually roe deer, is welcomed but 
what is included in the Bill falls short of the advice of DCS to Ministers. In its advice 
DCS stated “There are some situations, for example in areas where voluntary deer 
management groups do not exist, but deer management issues could arise, where the 
setting up of a formal panel would be the most appropriate route to encourage the 
delivery of the public interest. …, particularly in some woodland and peri-urban 
situations. These panels would be required to develop and deliver a deer management 
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plan. Panels would be “task and finish” groups focused on a specific issue, and then 
disbanded once delivery mechanisms were in place”. This would be an extension to the 
current use of panels described in Section 4 of the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996. I believe 
that such an extension to Section 4 would be valuable in dealing with roe deer issues in 
urban and peri-urban areas. The Bill only addresses the issue by adding to the powers 
of SNH “to assist any person or organisation in reaching agreements with third parties” 
and removes the limit of 9 persons from the number of members on a panel. The Bill 
increases the resources required by SNH without any clear outcomes specified. 
 
 I recommend that the existing provisions that allow SNH to appoint advisory 
panels to deal with local deer management issues (Section 4 of the Deer 
(Scotland) Act 1996) should be extended to allow SNH to place a duty on its 
members to prepare and implement a management plan within a specified area.  
 
5. The Scottish Government has not taken the advice of DCS on sustainable deer 
management, apparently on the grounds that the duty to manage deer sustainably was 
not described precisely enough by DCS and that it would infringe the rights of 
landowners under the Human Rights legislation2. I would argue that the duty can be 
clearly described in the Code of Practice and this should be approved by the Scottish 
Parliament to ensure that it was satisfied that the Code of Practice was fit for purpose. 
The proposal in the Bill for the proposed Code to be only laid before the Scottish 
Parliament would not provide for this and would need to be changed. In relation to the 
Human Rights legislation, the concept of a duty is not new to legislation in deer, for 
example in control schemes (section 8, subsection 7, Deer (Scotland) Act 1996) it is 
stated that “every owner or occupier shall take such measures as the scheme may 
require of him”. There is thus a precedent whereby those with the rights to take deer 
have a responsibility to manage deer. I would argue that the severity of the proposed 
duty is no greater than that which exists for control schemes described above. Parallels 
can also be drawn between the duty proposed and the access duties, imposed by the 
Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003, whereby a landowner must manage land responsibly 
for access and where this duty is clarified in a code. 
 
I recommend that the Committee reviews the advice given by Scottish 
Government officials in relation to the duty to manage deer sustainably.                              
 
6. As currently drafted, the Code of Practice has no force in law other than SNH having 
only to “monitor compliance with the Code” and “have regard to the Code in exercising 
its functions”. I consider this a major weakness. The Bill does not include the breach of 
the Code by a landowner as grounds for SNH seeking an agreement under Section 7 or 
making a control scheme under Section 8. Although such grounds could increase the 
use of Sections 7 and 8, it appears to be the only means possible in the current Bill to 
enforce the Code of Practice.  If it proves impossible to introduce a duty to manage 
deer sustainably, then I would recommend that a breach of the Code by a 
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landowner would be grounds for SNH seeking an agreement under Section 7 or 
making a control scheme under Section 8.   
 
7. As currently drafted, Section 8 (6) and Schedule 2 of the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996 
would require to be changed and brought in line with the provision for appealing Land 
Management Orders. These were included in the Nature Conservation (Scotland) Act 
2004. In my opinion an appeal to the Scottish Land Court to affirm, or direct Scottish 
ministers to amend or revoke a scheme appears more workable than the exiting appeal 
process route through a public enquiry as described in Schedule 2 Part 12 paragraph 3 
of the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996).  If it proves impossible to introduce a duty to 
manage deer sustainably, then I would recommend that Section 8 (6) and 
Schedule 2 of the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996 should be changed as described 
above.  
 
Section 26- Register of persons competent to shoot deer 
 
9. The proposal under the Bill - 17 A, Register of persons competent to shoot deer - is 
welcomed and follows on from the advice of DCS. It was always accepted that there 
would be a period before the register could be introduced because of the need for those 
who shoot deer to demonstrate the skills and knowledge described through the industry-
agreed standards at National Occupational Standard Level 2. The proposal by the deer 
sector that they would facilitate that process is to be welcomed. However, it would 
appear that 17 A would only be put in place by regulation depending upon the extent of 
the skills and knowledge of those who shoot deer as reported on by SNH. It is not clear 
why there would not be a need for a register even if most of those who shoot deer in 
2014 can be classified as having the skills and knowledge. Also, what about those who 
start shooting deer after 2014?  A register provides a means of ensuring that there is a 
reasonable probability that those who shoot deer at the time of the register being 
introduced and subsequently will do so such that the welfare of deer is protected. In the 
part of the Bill covering snaring, it is proposed that there will be an equivalent role for a 
register for those who have the skills and knowledge to snare certain animal species. 
Surely it is as important that the welfare of the estimated 135,000 deer culled each year 
receive the same consideration as other species. Moreover, a register would allow a 
much more accurate estimate of the number of deer of different species shot in 
Scotland to aid SNH in its management of deer populations than can be obtained using 
the routes that exist in the current deer legislation.  
     
Whilst the attempt to modify the automatic occupiers’ exemptions which allow occupiers 
to shoot deer during the close season is welcomed, the approach would be 
strengthened to protect deer welfare if the register described above was put in place. 
According to the Policy Memorandum, the Bill would provide for a general authorisation 
to an occupier without a separate assessment of whether individual applicants are “fit 
and competent” to be so authorised. The introduction of the register would ensure that 
this loophole is closed. 
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I recommend that a register of all those with the skills and knowledge to shoot 
deer should be introduced in 2014 irrespective of the extent of those who shoot 
deer that have the skills and knowledge to do so.    
 
 
J A Milne 
16 August 2010                                           
 


